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Abstract. We present fieldwork findings from the deployment of an interactive sensing 
system that supports the work of energy advisors who give face-to-face advice to low-
income households in the UK. We focus on how the system and the data it produced are 
articulated in the interactions between professional energy advisors and their clients, and 
how they collaboratively anticipate, rehearse, and perform data work. In addition to 
documenting how the system was appropriated in advisory work, we elaborate the 
‘overhead cost’ of building collaborative action into connected devices and sensing 
systems, and the commensurate need to support discrete workflows and accountability 
systems to enable the methodical incorporation of the IoT into collaborative action. We 
contribute an elaboration of the social, collaborative methods of data work relevant to 
those who seek to design and study collaborative IoT systems.   

1 Introduction 
The Internet of Things (IoT) has been portrayed as a key enabler of a “second 
digital revolution” in sectors such as transport, energy, healthcare, agriculture, 
cities and buildings (Walport 2014). One of the promises is that the IoT will 
empower individuals “to make better decisions” about energy consumption (FTC 
2015); a process in which access to, and use of IoT data is seen as indispensable. 
However, an understanding of data work, i.e., the social practices in and through 
which IoT data is accountably collected, used, and acted upon is arguably 
underdeveloped, as are the resulting implications for the design of interactive IoT 
systems. In turn, this paper introduces and further develops a systematic 
understanding of data work, by building on, and extending prior research 
unpacking the ways in which energy advisors employed by a UK-based charity 
exploit IoT data to support their professional advice-giving practices (Fischer et 
al., 2014; 2016). 

The starting point for our work was a study of the professional work practices 
involved in tailoring energy advice to particular households (Fischer et al., 2014). 
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The initial understanding from this study informed the design of a non-interactive 
‘seed prototype’ – a connected data collection kit – which was trialled to explore 
the ways in which sensed data including temperature, humidity, electricity and 
natural gas consumption data might be leveraged to deliver and tailor energy 
advice (Fischer et al., 2016). This further field study made it visible that sensor 
data is indexical to the sites and practices of its production (Garfinkel 1967), and 
that the ‘facticity’ of the data therefore had to be ‘articulated’ (Schmidt and 
Bannon, 1992) in situ between advisor and client. We previously described this 
accomplishment as data work, and detailed the methodical ways in which it is 
accomplished in advisor-client interaction (Fischer et al., 2016). 

This paper builds on these prior efforts a) by extending the range of ‘data 
sources’ – i.e., Internet-enabled sensing – made available to energy advisors, and 
b) by introducing an interactive system that makes the data produced by the 
extended sensor kit available for visual interrogation and annotation. This 
extended system called ‘CharIoT’ was deployed in 10 households in the UK. We 
conducted observations of in-home visits when the sensing kit was installed in 
clients’ homes, workshops between advisors as they tried to work through and 
make sense of the resulting data, and subsequent advice visits in which the data 
was leveraged to support clients. As in our previous study we focus here on 
unpacking how the data was articulated in practice, particularly on novel methods 
of data work that emerged in articulating a much richer data set.  

The practical aims of the research project, as noted above, were to enhance 
professional practice through design and thus enable energy advisors to offer 
more detailed advice to their clients. While advisors have become well versed in 
the doing of data work, clients only experience data work on a single occasion, so 
expertise lies with the advisors to some large extent. We do not consider the 
CharIoT system from the individual perspective of clients then, but rather 
examine how clients were practically implicated in the doing of data work. Thus, 
the paper examines the collaborative interactional performance of data work, 
including the working practices or methods in and through which IoT data is 
accountably anticipated during installation, is rehearsed with colleagues prior to 
advice-giving home visits, and its meaning negotiated in situ with clients. Our 
findings subsequently elaborate organising features of data work. In discussion 
we consider how these might be supported more generally by building discrete 
workflows and ‘accountability systems’ (Strauss 1985) into interactive IoT 
technologies to enable their methodical incorporation into collaborative action 
(Button et al., 2015). Our contribution thus lies in elaborating the collaborative 
methods of data work and the implications these have for the design of 
interactive IoT technologies more generally, including accounting for data capture 
and use, situating sensors, capturing contextual metadata (i.e., data about data), 
making sense of the data, and turning data into action.  
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2 Related Work 
Our work is located at the intersection of energy-related research, work-practice 
studies, and a concern with articulation work in CSCW. We briefly review 
relevant literature and highlight its relationship to the work presented in this 
paper, before moving on to describe our efforts to support the professional 
practice of energy advisors through design. 

2.1 Energy, sustainability and sensor data 

Our work stands apart from the mainstream of energy-related work in HCI, which 
has largely focused on Energy Consumption Feedback (ECF) to raise awareness 
and encourage people to change their behaviour (DiSalvo et al., 2010; Pierce and 
Paulos, 2012). ECF has been criticised for ignoring the situated practices in which 
energy consumption is embedded (Strengers 2011), and this provides the premise 
to ‘go and look’ at such practices that motivates our own work. It resonates too 
with recent work that has called for “opportunities to study people’s practices that 
include the everyday use of IoT technologies” (Robertson and Wagner, 2015). 
Coupled to this, advances in computing and sensor technology have led to the 
development of novel applications that enable, for example, the measurement of 
air quality (Jiang et al., 2011; Kim and Paulos, 2010), occupancy (Scott et al., 
2011), and CO2 data (Jacobs et al., 2013). The same advances have enabled us to 
prototype our own interactive sensor-based system. A common research focus has 
also been the design and evaluation of interactive systems to help make sense of 
energy data. In our design, we have been inspired by prior work that has studied 
visualisations, annotations and other means to inspect and make sense of sensor 
data (Costanza et al., 2012).  

Less prevalent, but equally as informative is research that pays attention to 
collaborative energy-related practices. Dillahunt’s studies of low-income rented 
properties has shed light on social issues that prevent energy-related 
improvements, for example, such as lack of control and ownership (Dillahunt et 
al., 2009), conflicts between landlords and tenants (Dillahunt et al., 2010), and 
lack of connectedness in the community (Dillahunt and Mankoff, 2014). Studying 
a workplace setting, Bedwell et al. (2016) have also highlighted the ways in 
which employees collaboratively manage energy consumption. Our work is also 
informed by and speaks to research concerned with the relationship between 
sensor data and its intelligibility in a domestic context (e.g., Chetty et al., 2010; 
Dong et al., 2015; Pousman et al., 2008). Complementing this, Human-Data 
Interaction has recently been proposed as an emerging field that acknowledges 
“the inherently social and relational character of data” (Crabtree and Mortier, 
2015). Our fieldwork pays attention to the various forms of situated and practical 
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reasoning that people collaboratively apply when articulating sensor data, such as 
reasoning about place, time, people, practices and events (Tolmie et al., 2016). 

2.2 Work-practice 

Our research has a particular focus on work-practice (Button and Harper, 1996) 
and draws on fieldwork to inform and shape systems design. Work-practice 
studies are traditionally associated with the workplace and paid labour. However, 
as Crabtree et al. (2009) point out, work-practice is a generic feature of human 
interaction and collaboration wherever it occurs. Work-practice spans and blurs 
traditional boundaries and lends itself well to the study of advisors’ work, which 
takes place not only in offices but in clients’ homes, and is not-for-profit in 
nature. Related work in non-profit workplace settings has, for example, examined 
information management (Merkel et al., 2007), coordination and awareness (Stoll 
et al., 2010), participatory design with community groups (Merkel et al., 2004), 
fundraising (Goecks et al., 2008), and volunteer coordination (Voida et al., 2012).  

In this paper we draw on previous ethnomethodological studies of the work-
practices implicated in the conduct of not-for-profit energy advice-giving work 
(Fischer et al., 2014; 2016) to shape the design of an IoT system that supports 
interaction and collaboration between energy advisors and their clients. The 
system has been extended, redeployed in client’s homes, and subject to further 
field study, the results of which are presented in this paper. In this respect our 
work is also related to technology deployments in the home which, as Tolmie and 
Crabtree (2008) point out, is often oriented to by household members as 
something done to them rather than done for them. Our work seeks to exploit 
technology to deliver beneficial outcomes for clients through supporting 
professional practice. In doing so it trades on and further unpacks the inherently 
collaborative character of the work that advice-giving turns upon. 

2.3 Articulation work 

The collaborative work of energy advice-giving turns upon the ‘articulation’ of 
sensor data (Fischer et al., 2016). Articulation work is foundational to CSCW and 
has its origins, as Schmidt and Bannon (1992) note, in sociology and the 
interactionist studies of work done by Anselm Strauss (Strauss 1985). Strauss 
recognised that collaborative action involves ‘a supra type of work’, which 
Schmidt and Bannon characterised as the ‘overhead cost’ of collaboration. The 
overhead cost consists of making work or action in the round accountable to 
participants. Without this it is impossible for actors to ‘mesh’ their actions 
together and thus pull off the collaborative endeavour they are engaged in. 
Importantly, as Strauss made perspicuous, this is often provided for through the 
construction of ‘accountability systems’. An accountability system may be a 
simple paper form or a complex computational system. Whatever the case, 
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articulation work orients us to understanding how the collaborative action and 
interaction implicated in technology use is made accountable to the parties 
involved in doing it, which in turn provides insights for the development of 
collaborative systems. Our work thus seeks to understand how the IoT is 
articulated and made accountable in the interactions between advisors and their 
clients.  

3 Designing to support energy advice 
This section details the co-design process shaping the CharIoT system1, i.e., the 
new IoT sensor system reported in this paper. It provides relevant background on 
the energy advisors and the kinds of households they typically visit, prior 
ethnographic and design work, and a detailed description of the system itself.   

3.1 Energy advice and in-home visits 

The energy advisors involved in our research are employees of the Centre for 
Sustainable Energy (CSE), a not-for-profit charity based in Bristol, UK. 
Practically, the project aimed at leveraging the IoT to support and enhance the 
provision of in-home energy advice to their clients. In-home visits involve the 
most vulnerable of CSE’s clients and include sick children, the elderly, disabled, 
and infirm. This cohort is routinely affected by compound issues to do with 
education, employment, personal finances, health and bodily ability. The winter 
months can be particularly problematic, when the proportion of (already low) 
income needed to be spent on fuel to keep warm rises. To complicate matters, 
vulnerable people often live in rented housing in poor condition, which they lack 
the funds to improve. The energy advisors’ work involves diagnosing the causes 
of high bills and health risks (e.g., damp and mould), recommending material and 
behavioural improvements, and reporting to third parties to make the case for 
improvements on their client’s behalf (e.g. landlords, councils, and energy 
suppliers).  

3.2 Formative ethnographic findings 

An earlier ethnographic study of advisors’ work practices (Fischer et al., 2014) 
informed the development of an initial ‘seed prototype’, a previous version of the 
IoT system presented in this paper. The purpose of the study was to identify 
opportunities for technology support, in particular for sensors to be installed in 
client’s homes and digital representations of sensor data to be provided to the 

                                                
1 The CharIoT system is available open source at https://github.com/horizon-institute/chariot with 

instructions on how to set up a web server, configure the sensors, and the hub.  
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advisors to help identify the causes of problems and improve their ability to tailor 
advice to clients. With respect to sensors, it was found that electricity and natural 
gas sensors would be insufficient for these purposes. Sensing issues such as 
dampness, mould, and cold require ambient environmental data, such as 
temperature and humidity sensing. For example, low temperatures and high levels 
of humidity may lead to mould growth and may affect health.  

Prior work also showed the need for graphical visualisations that advisors 
could show to clients. Simple line charts were deemed the preferred type in 
design workshops with advisors. In addition, prior findings suggested that CSE’s 
clients have lower access to broadband and digital devices, in line with statistics 
that show that 42% of low-income households in the UK do not use the Internet 
(Dutton and Blank, 2013). As a result, we initially experimented with a self-
contained (3G mobile network-based) infrastructure. However, this proved 
unreliable and we opted to make broadband access a requirement for participation 
in the study following advice from CSE that they are seeing more and more client 
households equipped with broadband. 

The initial seed prototype allowed us to place a simple sensor kit, which 
packaged a temperature, humidity and light sensor in a single networked device - 
in client’s homes and to furnish advisors with data ‘print outs’ prior to in-home 
visits. This enabled the advisors to develop an initial understanding of the client’s 
problems and their potential causes, and to identify energy-related issues and 
topics for discussion during in-home visits. Ethnographic study of the seed 
prototype in use provided detailed insight into the collaborative work involved in 
articulating the data visualisations generated by the sensor kit. This ‘data work’ 
involved advisors and clients working together to ‘unpack’ the indexical character 
of simple line charts – i.e., making data visualisations accountable to local 
activities and events. In turn, this work provided the basis for advisor and client to 
formulate situationally appropriate remedial actions (Fischer et al., 2016).  

Deployment and study of the seed prototype gave rise to a number of new 
design requirements: a) the system should support multiple temperature and 
humidity sensors, and enable data collection from multiple rooms; b) the system 
should incorporate outdoor temperature in order to disambiguate indoor 
temperature fluctuations, and CO2 in order to disambiguate occupancy; c) the 
system should enable flexible data visualisation across multiple data sources, 
including filtering, highlighting, and zooming in on interesting periods and 
sections of the data; d) the system should convert raw electricity and gas 
measurements for selected periods of time into monetary values; e) the system 
should allow advisors to annotate the data in order to support pre-home visit 
‘rehearsal’ of the data and in situ ‘performance’ of data-driven advice. 
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3.3 Co-designing the CharIoT system 

In response to the requirements that emerged from prior work (Fischer et al., 
2016), researchers and advisors undertook a co-design process to create an 
interactive IoT system through a series of iterative prototyping workshops. This 
process began with a half-day design workshop, in which the requirements 
gathered from previous work were shaped into more concrete ideas for 
developing a working interactive IoT system. This was followed by the 
development of wireframe interface ‘walkthroughs’ on paper, which were 
developed by the researchers and presented to the energy advisors as part of a 
second half-day workshop. 

The second workshop led to a more detailed critique by energy advisors of the 
specific functionality of the system, as they began to imagine making use of the 
proposed interactive IoT system as part of their existing energy advice-giving 
practices. The refined requirements gathered from analysis of data from the 
second workshop informed the development of a second set of wireframe 
prototypes for the interactive system, which would allow energy advisors to 
organise, deploy and monitor multiple sensors across multiple homes. These 
wireframes formed the basis of a third half-day workshop to critically analyse the 
way in which advisors might interact with sensors and sensor data as part of the 
energy advice process. The outcomes of the final design workshop were used to 
refine the system specification and resulted in CharIoT, an extend IoT system 
consisting of the following sensor kit (Figure 1): 

• A Raspberry Pi based hub, which connects to the client’s broadband via 
Ethernet and receives radio signals from the wireless sensors and relays 
data to an online system. 

• Off-the-shelf, battery-powered wireless sensors to monitor temperature 
and humidity.  

• Custom-built, battery-powered wireless sensors to monitor temperature, 
humidity, and CO2. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Hub (left), temperature/humidity sensor (middle) CO2 sensor (right) deployed in situ. 
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In addition to the sensor kit, the CharIoT system also provides an interactive web 
app, which includes: 

• A configuration utility, which allowed advisors to assign sensors to 
households and add basic information about households to the system. 

• A dashboard, which provides an overview of all sensor kit deployments 
and shows the most recent readings and battery levels for all sensors. 

• A data viewing tool (Figure 2), which was designed to enable advisors 
to view and annotate sensor data, and to support articulation of the data 
between advisors and clients.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. The interactive web app enables A) filtering (show/hide) of sensor data sources, B) pan 
and zoom time series line charts, C) annotations (highlights) viewable on click, and D) stats for 
selected sources (min/max, average, cost in £).  

This beta-level system was then given to energy advisors to deploy in their 
own homes for testing, allowing them to get a feel of what it is like to have real 
data recorded and visualised. The workshop following this beta testing focused on 
understanding the ways in which advisors accounted for the data recorded in their 
homes and what issues if any they anticipated would arise as part of a live system 
deployment with real clients in the wild. Further refinements made to the system 
as a result of the beta testing included room-level filtering, PDF export, visual 
improvements, and general bug fixing. A final system was given to the advisors 
along with a training session on how to set up and deploy sensors. 

A 

B   
C 

D   C 
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4 In-the-wild deployment  
The CharIoT system was deployed in 10 UK homes in the Bristol area for three to 
four weeks over the winter months of 2015/16 after approval from our 
University’s ethics committee. The deployment furnishes us with a field site to 
study the situated, collaborative accomplishment of data work. This section 
briefly describes the advisors’ role, the participants in our study, the structure of 
the deployments, and data collection and analysis.  

4.1 Advisors’ role 

In this deployment we worked closely with four advisors. While their main 
responsibility continued to be providing advice during in-home visits, their role 
also involved managing the end-to-end process of deployments, which included 
three home visits and office work. Tasks included recruiting participants, 
installing the sensor kit, visually inspecting and annotating the sensor data using 
the interactive system, providing advice to clients drawing on the data, and 
wrapping up the deployments. The three advisors split up the 10 deployments 
opportunistically (by availability) between them, but generally attempted to look 
after each case for the whole duration of the deployment. 

4.2 Participants 

10 homes were recruited to take part in our study after ensuring participants met 
CSE’s recruitment criteria. Two households subsequently dropped out. Out of the 
eight remaining households, three households had people over 70 years of age, 
four had children below the age of five, all eight were low-income households 
(less than £16,000 per year, compared to the median national household income 
of £26,000), six reported their homes were colder than they preferred in winter, 
three reported problems with damp and mould, five reported they struggle or 
sometimes struggled to pay their fuel bills, and four homes had people with 
illnesses made worse by the cold. The latest UK government statistic report that 
2.38 million households were in fuel poverty in 2014 (DECC 2016). 

4.3 Home visits and workshops 

Deployment, use and study of the system was facilitated by the advisors through a 
sequence of three home visits. First, advisors conducted an installation visit to 
place the sensors in the participant’s home (one sensor was typically placed 
outside, and up to four were distributed in different rooms within the home). After 
about two weeks, an advice visit was done in which advisors drew on the 
interactive system to work through perceived problems together with clients. 
After a further one to two weeks, the sensor kit was collected in a final visit, and 
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the participants were asked about their experience and whether they did anything 
differently as a result. In addition, advisors and researchers conducted two 
workshops. In order to prepare for the advice visit, a rehearsal workshop was 
conducted, where the data from homes were reviewed. Further, a debrief 
workshop was held at the end to reflect on the deployments. 

 

4.4 Data collection and analysis 

We treated the deployments as opportunities and subject matter for fieldwork. To 
capture the collaborative work involved in doing in-home visits, a fieldworker 
accompanied the advisor and recorded their interactions with clients. Data 
captured includes about 20 hours of audio and video material, along with 
fieldnotes. The audio data was transcribed and analysed, taking into account the 
fieldnotes. Our analytic orientation is ethnomethodological and seeks to identify 
the methodical ways in which the members of a setting naturally and accountably 
order their activities in interaction (Garfinkel 1991). Two experienced 
fieldworkers worked through the transcripts using the ‘horizontal/vertical slicing’ 
technique (Crabtree et al., 2012) to surface the sequential organisation of 
interaction and drill down into the methodical ways in which the interactive IoT 
system was articulated in practice by those who were party to its use.  

5 Understanding Data Work 
We adopt the data work framework developed in previous work to explicate the 
methodical ways in which the energy data furnished by the new interactive IoT 
system was articulated in the interactions between advisors and their clients 
(Fischer et al., 2016). To briefly recap, this framework orients us to discrete 
phases of data work, including ‘anticipation’, i.e., the articulation work that 
occurs during installation; ‘rehearsal’, i.e., the articulation work that occurs before 
an in-home visit; and ‘performance’, i.e., the articulation work that occurs during 
in-home visits. However, setting aside these particular phases observable in our 
case we would contest that ‘data work’ understood more broadly is indeed a 
necessary feature of any efforts to make sense of and exploit data; it is merely the 
specificity of the setting we have studied that makes it perspicuous in the 
particular guises that the following sections unpack (cf., Bannon et al., 1993). We 
elaborate key findings by offering conversational extracts or ‘vignettes’ from the 
field studies. To provide topical continuity, most vignettes relate to the same case 
(one household). Vignette 1-4 have been taken from the installation visit, in V5-7 
advisors discuss the same household’s data in a workshop, and V10 is taken from 
the advice visit. V7-8 relate to a different household. It is worth noting that 
despite necessarily elaborating specific cases, there is nothing special about the 
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selected vignettes; we have selected them as exemplars of the ordinary, routine 
doing of data work running through our data corpus. The abbreviations used to 
refer to the speakers are advisor (A), client (C), and researcher (R) who 
accompanied advisors on in-home visits to gather data and help install the sensor 
kit. Numbers are added if more than one of these is party to the interaction.  

5.1 Anticipation 

Anticipating data is the first job of work involved in making the technology work 
in situ. It is done by administering a questionnaire during an in-home interview 
with the client. In the first deployment (Fischer et al., 2016), the questionnaire 
was used to profile the property (e.g., fuel type, heating system, appliances), the 
occupants (e.g., number, type and age of people living in the home), their 
everyday routines (e.g., how they use the heating system, dry their clothes, 
ventilate the home, etc.), and to establish the client’s main concerns (e.g., damp 
and mould, high bills, cold home, etc.). This ‘contextual data’ helped the advisors 
make subsequent sense of the data produced by the sensor kit. 

As a result of the first deployment, advisors amended the questionnaire to 
gather more contextual data in order to better understand the indexical character 
of sensor data when rehearsing for the advice visit. Thus, a new section was 
added to the questionnaire to capture property information (age, type and wall 
type), energy efficiency measures, and specific issues with condensation, damp, 
mould and draught. It was further amended to capture more detail about the 
occupants, particularly health conditions exacerbated by cold and damp, such as 
asthma, and whether or not anyone relied on any electrical medical equipment. 
The questionnaire was also amended to capture not the just the type of heating 
system and the make and model of the boiler and thermostat, but also the settings 
used by the client, whether or not they used a programmable timer and if so how 
they used it, and whether they were using any secondary heating sources such as 
electric heaters. Further detail was also captured about the occupants’ cooking 
habits (e.g., how often they typically used the hob, oven, and kettle), and a 
checklist to capture any frequently used electrical equipment. The locations 
sensors were placed in were also noted for future reference.  

The questionnaire is an ‘accountability system’. As the following vignettes 
illustrate, it is not simply used by the advisors to elicit contextual data - not 
simply a matter of asking questions and noting down responses. Rather, the 
questionnaire is used methodically to make the IoT system accountable to clients: 
to articulate reasons for placing the IoT system in the client’s home, and to 
articulate what the sensors are, the data they gather, what purposes it will be used 
for, etc. Seen and treated as an accountability system, the questionnaire thus 
allows advisor and client to mesh their actions together and collaboratively 
introduce the technology into the home, situate it, and project its subsequent use. 
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The following vignette illustrates how in the course of administering the 
questionnaire the IoT system gets introduced into the home. 

Vignette 1. Introducing sensors into the home 
A: Okay, so I think they [previously] asked about whether you find that you’re cold? 
That your home is colder than you’d like it to be sometimes in winter?   
C: Yes. 
A: And that there were some difficulties with damp and mould? 
C: Yes, in our bedroom.  
A: Is it mainly the bedroom or is it in other rooms? 
C: No, it’s just our bedroom. 
A: Just the bedroom, OK. 
C: And like in the window and all over the ceiling. 
A: OK. We can put the sensors in. They’re very good for seeing how humid the room 
gets and the temperature, and indicate whether it can lead to damp and mould. So we 
can kind of test that in the room for you? 
C: Yes. 

As the above vignette makes visible, the introduction of sensors into the home is 
‘occasioned’ (Zimmerman and Pollner, 1970), and occasioned in a number of 
ways that make the introduction accountably reasonable. Thus, we can see that 
the current interaction between the advisors and client is occasioned by prior 
contact between the client and CSE, which warrants the advisors being in the 
client’s home ‘here and now’; the warrant being that “your home is colder than 
you’d like it to be” and that there are “some difficulties with damp and mould”. It 
is this warrant that occasions the elicitation of contextual data and results in the 
articulation of a specific problem “in our bedroom”. This, in turn, occasions the 
proposal to “put the sensors in” and “test” how “humid the room gets and the 
temperature”, both of which “can lead to damp and mould”. In home after home 
we see the same methodical procedures at work in the articulation of contextual 
data and the occasioning of warrants, problems, and proposals making the 
introduction of the sensing kit an accountably reasonable thing to do. 

We also see how elicitation of contextual data enables advisors and clients to 
collaboratively situate sensors in home after home. Thus, as the following 
vignette makes visible, occasioning the introduction of the technology into the 
home enables advisors and clients to work out just where to situate sensors in the 
home.  

Vignette 2. Situating sensors in the home 
Client leading advisor and researcher upstairs to bedroom; advisor continues to elicit 
contextual data:  
C: [Enters bedroom] Excuse the mess. 
A: You can smell the - kind of mouldy - the dampness. 
C: All the clothes around are ready to move because we can’t put them in the 
cupboard anymore; because it’s all just like that in cupboard 
R: Oh gosh! OK. 
C: So excuse (…) 
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A: Is it alright if I take a photo of (…) 
C: Yes. You can see it’s quite bad in here.  
A: Have you tried wiping it down at all? 
C: Yes. I quite constantly keep wiping it. The window is normally open as well, but the 
house is cold to keep the window open. I don’t know if you want to put it up on top of 
the wardrobe? 
R: Yes. 
C: Or on top of there, whichever one. Just put it there or something.   
R: We’ll just pop it up there, is that alright?   
C: Yes, that’s fine. 

It is clear, then, that sensors come to be situated in specific locations with 
reference to the particular problems that occasion their introduction into the 
home; that there is a reflexive relationship between the articulation of problems, 
which warrant proposals being made to introduce sensing into the home, and the 
actual placement of sensors. A sensor is not, and cannot, be placed just anywhere. 
Rather, there is a close coupling between just where a sensor is placed and the 
reasons that accountably motivate its introduction. It is also plain to see that in the 
course of situating sensors advisors seek to understand clients’ problem 
management practices (e.g., constant wiping down). There is more to eliciting 
contextual data than simply filling in a form then, and there is more to situating 
sensors than coupling them to problems. Sensors are also placed to help the 
advisors understand the impact of domestic routines on the home and the client’s 
problem(s). Thus sensors are placed in locations that enable the advisors to 
understand occupancy patterns (through CO2 sensing), heating patterns (through 
temperature sensing) and the impact of routine activities such as cooking and 
bathing (through humidity sensing), etc.  

The placement of multiple sensors around the home introduces a degree of 
complexity into the situating of sensors, as the following vignette elaborates: 

Vignette 3. Checking the sensor kit 
A: Right, we’ll check now if the sensors are all working. 
R: XN in the kitchen is working. XD, upstairs bedroom, that one’s working. JE, above 
the room thermostat has not sent anything yet. 
A: OK. JD then is above the - on the room thermostat, I think. No, JD’s in the 
bedroom. 
R: No, XD’s in the upstairs bedroom. 
A: JD is the bedroom one but you’ve got it as XD. 
R: Oh, that’s why. So JD is there, that’s it then, that’s fine. XD is the outside one on 
the wall (…) 
A: Right. 
R: Great. 
A: So yes (turning to client), it shows the hub is all working and they’ve all sent 
readings in the last few minutes. So that’s fine, we know that it’s all working. 

As the vignette makes visible, situating multiple sensors requires the advisor and 
researcher, and indeed anyone who might be doing this work, to “check” that the 
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sensors are working. This is done by looking for “readings” on the hub, which 
turns not only on technical knowledge of sensor communications (e.g., waiting 
for a refresh) but also on the situated particulars of ‘just this’ installation. Thus, 
checking that the sensors are working also turns upon pairing readings with 
sensors (denominated by two-letter IDs) and sensors with locations, which as the 
above vignette shows is occasionally problematic. The problem is resolved by 
working through the mapping and matching sensor IDs to locations.2  

Once checks are completed and any issues resolved, the advisor returns to the 
business in hand and the projected future use of the data generated by the sensor 
kit: 

Vignette 4. Projecting future use of the data 
A: Okay. So, do you know when the 26th - is it Tuesday? 
R: Yes, Tuesday. 
A: Whether you might be available in the afternoon, then we can pop back? 
C: Yes. 
A: It’s sending all the readings now so we can look at the data, particularly around the 
mould issue. 
C: Yes. 
A: We’ll offer some advice. 
C: Yes. 
A: Then we’ll leave the sensors in for another week. So in about two weeks? Around 
the 26th of January? 
C: Yes. 

Thus, having installed the sensor kit, and checked that it is working, the advisor 
and client make specific arrangements to “look at the data” and for the advisor to 
“offer some advice” to the client “particularly around the mould issue.” Eliciting 
contextual data is more than a matter of simply completing a questionnaire then. 
When we look to see what’s done in the doing (Crabtree et al., 2012) of filling in 
the questionnaire, we see that the articulation of contextual data warrants the 
doing of a technical job of work that methodically provides a) for the introduction 
of IoT technology into the home, b) for situating it in particular locations with 
reference and respect to specific problems, and c) for the future use of data 
generated by the sensing kit to address those problems. We note too, that the 
improvements made to the contextual data capture instrument are indicative of an 
effort towards more systematic elicitation of contextual data or metadata. 
Metadata provides crucial information on the indexical relationship of sensor data 
to the sites and practices of its production. Without metadata then, it would be 
very difficult for advisors to make sense of the data, or to use it in a meaningful 
way within the subsequent provision of energy-related advice. 

                                                
2 This is a simple task in the current situation, but not necessarily so in a foreseeable future in 

which widespread energy-related advice is provided by automated external IoT services that 
exploit self-installed sensors. ‘Checking’ may then become a discrete job of collaborative work 
that requires explicit support. 
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5.2 Rehearsal  

The next stage of data work centres on ‘rehearsing’ the collected sensor data in 
preparation for the advice visit. Rehearsal involves reading through the data to 
identify distinct patterns, which is done methodically in searching for ‘peaks and 
troughs’ in the data; speculating on the causes of these observable phenomenon, 
which draws on technical knowledge (e.g., of normal and abnormal heating 
cycles), local knowledge furnished through collection of contextual data, and 
common-sense knowledge; and annotating these data for discussion and 
verification with the client (Fischer et al., 2016). Three advisors took part in a 
workshop to work through the collected data and prepare themselves for the 
advice visits. The workshop served as a further site for observing how IoT sensor 
data is articulated and made sense of. The same basic jobs of work apply as 
reported in our previous study (ibid.) – i.e., identifying patterns, leveraging 
different bodies of knowledge to speculate on their causes, and annotating the 
data in preparation for the advice visit – but they are now accompanied by new 
methods for working with complex, multi-sensor datasets; methods that initially 
revolve around “getting an idea” of what a complex dataset produced by multiple 
sensors might be telling them: 

Vignette 5. Getting an idea: identifying remarkable patterns  
A: So what I would do first is to just look at the temperature data to begin with. So just 
to try and simplify first of all so we get an idea. [Filters out temperature data]. 
A: Bloody hell, there’s some big fluctuations there. So the blue one at the bottom is 
the external [temperature]. Outside it goes down to nearly 0 up to 10. Inside some of 
the rooms are actually going down - above the room thermostat is going down - to 10 
degrees. 10, 11 degrees is the lowest temperature. That’s actually quite low. 
A: So then what I do, I make some rough notes from that [temperature data] - if there 
are any particular periods to have a look at, or any peaks or troughs that need a bit 
further investigation. Then I look at the humidity. This is me just trying to find a way to 
kind of work through things really. So the external humidity, 70 up to maybe 90 the 
whole time over the last few weeks. In the different rooms it’s quite variable. Overall 
it’s not steady - problematic humidity given for all of the rooms, they are quite 
fluctuating; of all the rooms the upstairs bedroom is the most humid.  

The vignette makes it visible that the advisors first need to “simplify” multi-
sensor datasets to identify remarkable patterns, such as temperature or humidity 
fluctuations, and thus “get an idea” of what the problems are in a particular home. 
The simplification is done methodically by filtering out the noise created by 
multiple sensor feeds, focusing down on single data sources, and noting down 
remarkable occurrences (e.g., that the temperature is quite low, or that humidity is 
variable and problematic).  

The advisors may then turn towards “correlating” multiple data sources to 
further elaborate energy-related patterns in the home: 
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Vignette 6. Correlating multiple data sources 
A: In the lounge they’ve got the humidity, temperature and CO2 showing. They might 
have been away then because the CO2 is fairly quiet, it’s almost stable just there; not 
a lot happening. So there, the CO2 goes up. There. Temperature up there. So you’ve 
got roughly CO2 peaking with the temperature increases and it’s - just put in the gas 
use as well now, and turn off the humidity for a moment. Just trying to see if the CO2 
and temperature coincide with gas use in terms of the heating, which - so yes, there’s 
a gas increase slightly behind the temperature increase. So that, yes, seems to 
correlate. And that one there where you’ve got the temperature staying high and then 
the CO2 is remaining quite high for a while.   
R: And that’s yes, sort of evening time, isn’t it?   
A: Yes. 

As this vignette makes visible, the correlation of multiple data sources enables 
advisors to infer particular patterns. That, for example, the inhabitants of the 
home have “been away” from home because CO2 readings are “stable” and it’s 
plain to see that there’s “not a lot happening”. Conversely, correlating multiple 
data sources enables advisors to infer that and when people are at home as the 
reading starts to peak alongside a “temperature increase”, an occupancy pattern 
that is confirmed by “putting in the gas” to see if it “coincides” with CO2 and 
temperature, which it does. Taken together, single data sources enable the 
advisors to identify particular classes of problem in the home, and multiple data 
sources allow them to infer the patterns of human action that are implicated in 
their production. Thus, and for example, the correlation of multiple data sources 
enables an advisor to identify issues implicated in remarkable patterns seen 
through a single data source (such as occupancy and temperature fluctuations). 

A further methodical feature of data work is found in the way that advisors 
earmark remarkable patterns and associated data for discussion in the advice visit. 
This was one of the main practices we sought to support digitally by means of the 
interactive system. However, this has turned out to involve not just the interactive 
system, but additional notes on paper, as this advisor explains to a colleague.  

Vignette 7a. ‘Noting’ remarkable patterns 
A: So, I’d probably go about putting in a note there (pointing at screen, Figure 3), 
annotating it as an area to explore with them [the client]. And I would try to use a kind 
of notation system, writing down an actual note on paper with the time and roughly 
what I would say. Just so I know where to go back on here (pointing at screen) - an 
indication, like as simply as possible. 

‘Noting’ remarkable patterns and associated data is done methodically through 
the use of an ad hoc ‘notation system’. Thus the advisors have come to exploit the 
interactive system alongside paper, which is used to index or signpost the 
particular bits of data they want to discuss with the client. The notation system 
thus helps them locate relevant sections of data in the digital system. When 
prompted to elaborate this ‘notation system’, the advisor did so by example:  
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Vignette 7b. ‘Noting’ remarkable patterns (cont’d) 
A: On this one [points at laptop] - we’re looking at Saturday 16th to Monday the 18th - 
I’m writing down the actual times of the period I’ve selected on the screen, and I’m 
going to call it an Occupancy [writes note on piece of paper]. If I think there’s going to 
be more than one, I’d give them a number. So I’m calling this ‘occupancy one’, just to 
try and make it simple. [Puts pen down and adds an annotation in the interactive 
system - Occ1: low C02 and all temp. Out for the day? (see Figure 3 inset)] So yes, 
low CO2, and all temperatures. And so what I do is I write on my home visit sheet [i.e., 
the piece of paper] what I’ve selected - so all temp and CO2 - so I know what to select 
to show the person: were they away? So now I know there’s something there [in the 
data]. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. Advisor explaining ‘notation system’ to colleague during the rehearsal workshop 
(vignette 7a), and inset: added annotation (vignette 7b). 

The notation system involves both digital and physical annotations. The former is 
provided for through the interactive system. The latter is provided for through a 
bespoke accountability system: the “home visit sheet”. The sheet not only indexes 
the digital annotation, making it easy to locate specific parts of the dataset during 
an in-home visit and associated queries, it also lays out and defines an order of 
business to be addressed during the home visit (occupancy one, two, three, and so 
on). Thus, the home visit sheet is a coordinating device used methodically to 
order interaction between advisor and client. It provides a situationally-specific 
schedule of work that parses the overall dataset produced by the sensing kit and 
surfaces particular issues that need to be worked through with the client. 

The advisors call the parsed dataset “reference data”. Reference data is data 
extracted from the overall dataset that the advisors deem to be relevant to 
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understanding and addressing the client’s problem in some way, whether it be 
identifying remarkable patterns that articulate particular problems, such as 
temperature and humidity fluctuations, or raising queries about data that stand in 
need of clarification, such as the causes of low C02 and temperature data. The 
preparation of reference data for the advice visit involves the use of a “checklist”: 

Vignette 8. Assembling reference data 
A: I looked at the data yesterday and, using [the] checklist, I just went through some 
things with the data. Checking the maximum and minimum temperature recordings, 
looking at the differences in rooms, the variations between rooms, any sort of 
fluctuations within rooms, temperature patterns, anything sort of out of the ordinary.  

The “checklist” formalises a professional practice for looking at the data, 
orienting advisors to “anything out of the ordinary” - maximum and minimum 
data points, differences, variations, fluctuations in and between rooms, etc. 
Finding “anything out of the ordinary” turns upon the various orders of 
knowledge and reasoning that the advisors possess and exploit in looking at and 
reading the data.  

It is in the interplay between looking and reading that the advisors come to find 
things that are out of the ordinary and in turn, as the following vignette makes 
visible, formulate potential solutions to particular problems: 

Vignette 9. Formulating potential advice 
A: (…) relating it back to the initial inquiry, which was that her home was colder than 
she’d like in winter, she sometimes struggles with her energy bills. I’ve got some sort 
of tips on using her heating system more efficiently, like making use of the room 
thermostat. I don’t think she does at the moment. Possibly turning down the heating in 
the back bedroom, because that’s often above 21. Like it goes up to 25 on quite a few 
occasions. I don’t know if it’s just because it’s a small room. 

Formulating potential advice turns upon sensor data (e.g., temperature readings), 
technical knowledge (e.g., of normal and abnormal heating cycles), common-
sense knowledge (e.g., that abnormalities could, in this case, be caused by small 
room size), and contextual knowledge (e.g., of the client’s problems and 
practices). The combination of sensor data with these different orders of 
knowledge and reasoning enables advisors to go beyond offering general advice 
and provide situationally specific advice instead. Thus, and for example, an 
advisor can offer a client “tips” on using the heating system more efficiently such 
as “making use of the room thermostat”. Such fine-grained tips are provisional, 
however. They may resolve the client’s problems, but whether they do so or not 
has yet to be ratified.  

To sum up, the ‘rehearsal’ stage of data work involves articulating problems 
and their potential solution. This is done by simplifying the dataset to identify 
‘remarkable’ patterns in the data and correlating data sources to identify issues 
potentially implicated in their production. The work turns upon the use of 
technical, common-sense and contextual knowledge and the design and use of 
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methods for ‘noting’ remarkable patterns and assembling ‘reference data’. 
Reference data parses the overall dataset and surfaces ‘anything out of the 
ordinary’, which enables advisors to formulate ‘tips’ that may resolve the problem 
situation. Reference data is indexed through the production of a home visit sheet, 
which allows advisors to quickly locate relevant data and defines a situationally-
specific schedule of work ordering subsequent interaction between advisor and 
client in the performance of data work. 

5.3 Performance 

The final stage of data work is methodically occupied with the ‘performance’ of 
data during the advice visit. This involves advisor and client articulating the 
remarkable patterns identified during rehearsal and pre-visit speculations as to 
their causes. The work here remains the same as detailed in (Fischer et al., 2016) 
and sees advisor and client articulating the relationship of data to problems, and 
tying problems to the client’s activities, practices and routines. In this way advisor 
and client verify or respecify pre-visit speculations, shape solutions around 
domestic priorities, and articulate future energy-related practices and their 
benefits. While our prior studies have shown how simple line charts are drawn 
upon as a collaborative resource supporting tailored advice-giving, data work now 
revolves around the interactive system and the articulation of multiple data 
sources earmarked on the home visit sheet. The following extract, drawn from the 
advice visit to the home with damp and mould problems encountered in vignette 
1, provides an exemplar of the ways in which multiple sensor data is drawn upon 
to articulate problems and solutions.  

Vignette 10. Articulating problems and solutions with reference to multiple 
sensors 
A: Let’s just have a look at the temperature to begin. You see this is - all the different 
colours? So the purple one is the living room, and then the grey one the kitchen. The 
kind of olive coloured one is the upstairs bedroom (…) 
C: Yes. 
A: and in the hall is the pink one. So you can see they’re all quite similar in terms of 
the pattern (…) 
C: Yes. 
A: which is good. So you’re just popping your heating on then it’s just going through 
the house, which is great. It’s not like one room is particularly colder than the other. If 
we look at the - this shows, on this side, the average temperatures. The upstairs 
bedroom is the room with the mould, isn’t it? 
C: Yes. 
A: So we can see that on average, the highest temperature is about 20, the lowest is 
just above 11, and the average is 16 (…) 
C: Yes. 
A: In general the World Health Organisation recommends about 18 to 21 for health. 
So really you need to heat a bit more. What it’s showing is that the temperature is at 
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16, humidity [inaudible] high. You’ve got the condensation and mould up there, so 
increasing the temperature a little bit is going to kind of help to decrease that. 
C: Yes. 
A: I appreciate like maybe you haven’t got the money to heat a bit more, but we can 
maybe have a look at things that might be able to help you. 

This vignette makes visible the methodical way in which advisors go about 
articulating a complex dataset produced by multiple sensors.  Just as in rehearsal 
they filter the dataset to focus down on a single data source “to begin” with, 
though this time the filtering is driven by items earmarked on the home visit 
sheet. In this particular case the data source is related to the primary problem that 
affects the client’s home: temperature, which is indicative of potential damp and 
mould problems. The vignette also makes it visible how in articulating the data 
from a single source advisors explain what the data visualisation “shows”, thus 
offering an orienting description – “the purple one is the living room, and the grey 
one the kitchen… olive one the upstairs bedroom,” etc.  

The data allows the advisor to articulate particular patterns (e.g., average 
temperatures throughout the home), and in turn to assess these (e.g., that they are 
“good”), and to relate them to normal expectations (as prescribed, for example, by 
general health guidelines). Visible discrepancies between the two enables the 
advisor to propose potential remedial action (e.g., “to heat a bit more”). Multiple 
data sources are introduced into the interaction to drill down into the problem 
(e.g., humidity in the upstairs bedroom) and drive home the advice: temperature is 
low, humidity high, so increasing the temperature is going to decrease the 
humidity levels. While multiple data sources enable deeper articulation of the 
client’s problems and their causes, this vignette also makes it plain to see that the 
advice they enable may also be problematic: e.g., increasing the heating in a low-
income household.  

That is not to say that nothing can be done about a client’s problem and 
advisors routinely go beyond data work to work through potential solutions 
(Fischer et al., 2016). In this particular case, the advisor and client left the data 
behind and went to inspect the damp and mould in the upstairs bedroom. In doing 
so the advisor articulated a range of options for managing the problem, including 
frequent wiping down, leaving the window ajar to increase ventilation, opening 
the curtains to let the sun warm the room, putting a reflective panel behind the 
radiator to increase heating efficiency, having the landlord check the roof 
insulation above the problem area, and turning the heating off when no one is in 
the house (a pattern also made visible by multiple data sources, particularly 
temperature, gas and CO2).  

Overall, what is evident in the fieldwork observations is that the articulation of 
complex multi-sensor datasets frames and guides advice giving in important 
respects. In order to deal with the complexity of these datasets, advisors filter 
down to single data sources related to items earmarked for discussion and in 
doing so reflexively articulate and explain what the data is about and what it 
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shows the client. Perceived problems are initially articulated with reference to a 
single data source, with multiple data sources being subsequently drawn upon to 
drill down into and elaborate problems. While client’s problems are often 
obvious, in that they already know what they are, multi-sensor datasets allow 
advisors to understand and articulate their causes (e.g., that low temperatures and 
high humidity are at the root of a particular damp and mould problem) and offer 
tailored advice to remedy the situation. The tailoring of advice is done with 
respect to the client’s circumstances and may also be informed by multi-sensor 
datasets, which is to say that such data is not only drawn on to articulate problems 
but also to articulate viable local solutions. 

5.4 Reflective workshop 

After the sensor kit had been collected from clients’ homes, we conducted a 
reflective workshop with the advisors to understand their perspectives on the 
CharIoT system, how it fared within their work, and which features they found 
most supportive and useful for facilitating energy advice. When discussing the 
feature set of the interactive system, the advisors emphasised how they had used 
the system to highlight critical issues relating to health. As one advisor put it,  

“ … flagging issues - being able to look at these graphs and immediately identify, you 
know, where homes are being under heated, and therefore potentially causing a 
health hazard.”  

The advisors found value in the interactive system and appreciated the ability it 
gave them to “immediately identify” and “flag” potentially problematic issues.   

The advisors also appreciated the use of multiple sensors, as this enabled them 
to compare rooms to one another and drill down into problems:  

“The fact that we’ve got y’ know a number of sensors around the home rather than 
just one has been really beneficial as well. So some rooms are heated to 15 degrees 
and others are at a regular temperature. That room that’s heated to 15 degrees, in 
one instance that’s flagged repairs, things that need to be fixed, broken thermostatic 
radiator valves; or they’ve flagged you know just poor control where as a result of not 
heating that room to the temperature that it needs to be, you’ve got, you know, damp 
and mould issues.” 

The use of multiple sensors has been “beneficial” to professional practice, 
enabling the advisors to both identify material problems with the home’s 
infrastructure (e.g., things that need to be fixed) as well as issues related to the use 
of that infrastructure (e.g., poor temperature control).  

The advisors furthermore pointed out that the process of collecting and using 
sensor data made their role as experts more credible to their clients, and increased 
their clients’ engagement with the business of giving energy-related advice:  
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“ … being able to present that to householders and show them the relationship helps 
them engage with the issues … In previous visits people don’t necessarily believe 
what you’re saying, so being able to point that out …”  

The perception that the sensor kit and interactive system helped clients engage 
with issues and “believe” what the advisors were saying underscores findings 
from our previous work, which suggests that IoT data can and does play a 
constructive role in building a trusting relationship between advisor and client.3  

6 So what? 
The perhaps more obvious takeaways from our work revolve around how design 
might support the organising features of anticipation, rehearsal, and performance 
of data work elaborated by just this study. For example, our insights on the 
production and use of annotations may inform the design of systems aiming to 
support similar practice. However, we would suggest that the methodological 
features of data work may be important to attend to more generally when 
designing collaborative, sociotechnical IoT systems. Our vignettes demonstrated 
that collaboration runs through all of the phases of data work. We are saying then, 
that the methodological matters we elaborate here are collaborative matters 
through and through. In the following, we discuss the ways in which these 
methodological matters speak to the ‘overhead cost’ of building collaboration into 
the IoT, which is to say that one cannot simply install a bunch of sensors, collect 
and process the data, and produce a situationally relevant and actionable answer.  

Instead, our study makes it perspicuous in methodological detail that it is 
necessary to support the social and collaborative nature of sensor deployment, 
data analysis, and use to succeed in data work (situationally relevant and 
actionable energy advice in the case to hand). In this section, we develop this 
argument further by drawing on the CSCW literature on ‘overhead cost’, 
‘appropriation’, and ‘workflow’. In doing so, we elaborate the social, 
collaborative methods of data work. These methods sensitise those who seek to 
build and deploy IoT solutions to deliver personalised services across a number of 
key areas (from accounting for data capture to making data actionable).  

 Firstly though, how do we get from the specific to the general? How can any 
lessons or insights be drawn from our work to inform IoT development more 
generally? We have said before that we would suggest that in the first instance 
our study provides a ‘perspicuous setting’ (Crabtree et al., 2012), which instructs 
or teaches us about the issues involved in addressing a general problem; the 
general problem in this case being designing the IoT so it can be incorporated into 

                                                
3 Perceived benefits of the interactive IoT system are further elaborated by members of the Centre 

for Sustainable Energy here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jcDbR9YVY6k  
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and add value to everyday practice. Thus, the CSE study enables us to learn from 
appropriation. As Dix (2007) puts it, 

“By observing the ways in which technology has been appropriated, we may then redesign the 
technology to better support the newly discovered uses. This is a form of co-design where the 
users are considered an integral part of the design process. This closing of the Technology 
Appropriation Cycle has been called design from appropriation.” 

When we look at the work involved in incorporating the IoT into energy 
advice practice we can see that appropriation turns in significant ways upon what 
one advisor called “working through a method”, i.e., developing new working 
practices that methodically incorporate the IoT into existing working practices 
and thereby ‘domesticate’ (ibid.) the technology and ‘make it at home’ (Crabtree 
et al. 2012) in their world. The methods of which the advisor speaks are not 
formal methods devised and prescribed by an organisation but members’ methods; 
ad hoc methods devised by people to organise and conduct their activities: 
methods for introducing, situating, making sense of and making IoT data 
actionable, for example. We would suggest that the first take-away for design 
then lies in recognising that method is key to the appropriation of the IoT.  

When we look to see what method consists of from the point of view of 
appropriation our study makes it perspicuous that it articulates discrete workflows 
(e.g., ‘anticipating’, ‘rehearsing’ and ‘performing’ data work), whose 
collaborative accomplishment makes the technology into a routine feature of 
everyday life. The methodical construction of discrete workflows means that 
users of the technology do not have to figure out use each and every time they 
encounter it. That they don’t have to reimagine what the technology could be used 
for and how. Rather, and to borrow from Gerson and Star (1986), it means that 
they have figured out how to ‘package’ the technology so as to ‘get the job done’ 
in the face of local contingencies (the particular home, the particular problems, 
the particular data produced, etc.) and thus come to incorporate the IoT into 
everyday practice.  

Workflow is of course an established topic in CSCW, and one perhaps most 
effectively treated by Paul Dourish (2001). Dourish was curious as to why 
workflow systems had been so widely adopted by industry despite their evident 
failings, notably their overly prescriptive character and inflexibility in use, both of 
which negatively impact the performance of collaborative work. Dourish 
suggested that what explains this is the ‘dual role’ workflow systems play. That 
they are not only used to order and coordinate work, but to account for its 
performance to parties external to the work (e.g., customers) as well. Dourish thus 
suggests that workflow systems are ‘technologies of accountability’, which may 
be enhanced by ‘decoupling’ representations that account for work from ways and 
means of ordering it.  

Without criticising Dourish’s original and imaginative take on workflow, our 
study also instructs us that accountability is an internal feature of workflow. As 
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such, the advisors are methodically engaged in constructing technologies of 
accountability that allow them to incorporate the IoT into collaborative practice. 
Thus we have seen how the advisors have implemented a contextual survey to 
help them anticipate the demands of data work and furnish the metadata needed to 
conduct it, for example, and we have seen how they take notes on the home visit 
sheet in rehearsing the data. Both serve to make the placement of sensors and the 
data they generate accountable; and they provide resources that advisors and 
clients can collaboratively draw on to order the situationally relevant performance 
of data work. Our study thereby instructs us that the construction of discrete 
workflows turns upon the construction of accountability systems that enable the 
technology to be methodically incorporated in collaborative action.  

Of course, neither the contextual survey nor the home visit sheet is digital. The 
latter draws on digital data, the former anticipates its production. This is not to 
say that they could not be digitally enabled and enacted. The point we are making 
in saying this is not so glib as to suggest that IoT development should completely 
digitise the end-to-end processes of data work (previous work has demonstrated 
the folly of such an approach, e.g., Bowers et al., 1995). Rather, we are saying 
that IoT development should ‘take CSCW seriously’ (Schmidt and Bannon, 1992) 
and recognise the overhead cost of collaboration. IoT development might benefit, 
then, by facilitating discrete workflows and accountability systems, especially 
where automated IoT systems are concerned, such as automated energy-advice 
systems that take the advisor out of the loop. Only a few of the 2.38 million 
homes in the UK that are affected by fuel poverty will receive face-to-face advice. 
It is more likely that they will be confronted by IoT systems that are installed by 
energy providers, housing associations, landlords, etc. In order to add real value 
these too will need to support the methodical accomplishment of collaborative 
action, as this demonstrably enables the technology’s appropriation in everyday 
practice. It might otherwise be said, for clarity’s sake, that the methodical 
accomplishment of collaborative action constitutes ‘the work to make the 
technology work’, which, as CSCW researchers have previously pointed out is 
key to the efficacy of automated systems (e.g., Bowers 1994; Grinter et al., 2005). 

In turn, the takeaways from our study we wish to highlight are the 
collaborative methods of data work in and through which accountability in data 
work is achieved. We would suggest that it may be important to take these 
methods into account when designing for IoT systems as sociotechnical systems, 
including accounting for data capture and use, situating sensors, capturing 
contextual metadata, making sense of the data, and turning data into action: 

• Methods of accounting for data capture and use. At the point of introducing 
IoT systems into real world settings (or potentially exploiting sensing that is 
already in situ), it is important to make data capture and use accountably 
reasonable (see vignettes 1 and 4, for example). The aim here is to make the 
purposes of data capture (what the data will be used for) and mechanisms of 
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data capture (including data transmission, storage and access) transparent and 
legible to users of the system. Accountability also turns upon developing 
mechanisms that provide for informed consent and enable data privacy, and 
these are particularly important matters to consider in automated systems.4 

• Methods supporting the situating of sensors. Situating sensors (or potentially 
exploiting sensors that are already situated), is a purposeful activity done with 
respect to particular problems and/or goals, which need to be worked out 
appropriately with those living with the sensors (see vignettes 2 and 3, for 
example). Mechanisms need to be designed, particularly in automated systems, 
that take account of the specifics of the environment into which sensors are 
placed and used (e.g., just where they are situated), the technical capabilities 
and constraints of particular sensing platforms (e.g., sensor type, reach, and 
limitations), and ensure that the technology works correctly and captures data 
related to the problem/goal in an acceptable (e.g., non-intrusive) way. 

• Methods for capturing contextual metadata. Contextual metadata is required 
to understand and unpack the indexical relationship of sensor data to the sites 
and practices of its production (see vignette 1, for example). Metadata not only 
includes mapping sensors and capturing the location of their real-world 
placements, but situationally-relevant information that is needed to make sense 
of data outputs (e.g., metadata about the human activities, practices and 
routines implicated in their production). In automated systems, mechanisms 
enabling those present in the space to articulate relevant contextual metadata 
will need to be built-in to enable effective future use of the data. 

• Methods for making sense of the data. Making effective use of the data turns 
on upon parsing complex multi-sensor data sets to identify discrete patterns 
that are clearly related to the purposes for which sensing is being done (see 
vignettes 5 to 9, for example). Where the goal is to address particular problems 
and issues that are (potentially) implicated in their production, it will be 
necessary to develop mechanisms that ‘flag’ remarkable patterns and surface 
‘anything out of the ordinary’. It may also be necessary to built-in 
collaborative feedback loops to enable end-users to add further metadata to 
verify or respecify understandings of the data. 

• Methods for turning data into action. Taking action turns not just upon 
identifying but also negotiating the potential courses of action that might be 
taken in response to the relevant patterns in the data (see vignette 10, for 
example). Methods of negotiation turn on anticipating the potential impact of 
projected beneficial effects on an individual’s or cohort’s circumstances (e.g., 

                                                
4 Recent work that rethinks consent models and data privacy provides innovative exemplars 

(Luger and Rodden, 2013; Chaudhry et al., 2015; Crabtree et al., 2016). 
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on their finances). Potential actions may be contested and are contingent to the 
situated circumstances and practices into which they must fit.   

7 Conclusions  
This paper has presented fieldwork findings from deploying the CharIoT system 
used by advisors working for a charity to support the provision of energy-related 
advice to households. Our findings document how energy advisors and their 
clients articulate the system and the data it produced, and how they 
collaboratively anticipate, rehearse, and perform data work. The study presented 
here concludes two years of research, spanning sensitising ethnographic work 
(Fischer et al., 2014); initial prototyping and deployment of a single sensing 
device (Fischer et al., 2016); and, in turn, the co-design of the CharIoT system 
featuring multiple sensing devices and an interactive web app. This paper 
examines deployments of the CharIoT system, thus providing further insight into 
the work required to perform data work in more complex data rich ecosystems. 
Our findings detail how the multi-sensor system was appropriated by the advisors 
and employed to deliver tailored advice to their clients.  

The paper contributes to IoT development more generally, with the study 
elaborating the ‘overhead cost’ of building collaborative action into connected 
devices and sensing systems. In this respect, the study elaborates how the 
appropriation of IoT technologies turns upon members’ methods, which provide 
for and articulate discrete workflows and accountability systems enabling sensing 
systems to be incorporated into collaborative action. While it is a contingent 
matter as to just what workflows and concomitant accountability systems will 
need to be built into sensing systems more generally, we suggest that several 
collaborative methods of data work may be important to attend to when factoring 
in the overhead cost of collaboration to the IoT. These include accounting for data 
capture and use, situating sensors, capturing contextual metadata, making sense of 
the data produced through the IoT, and turning this data into action. Our intention 
in this work was to take a sociotechnical CSCW lens to IoT systems design to 
emphasise collaboration as a major concern within it. 
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